
'!:,:,!!i:i;':{i#:l:,

ond ontonYms'

2. aghast
(a gast')

3. amPle
(arn'Pal)

5. assert

6. cower
(kau' ar)

4. aPParition
(aP a rish' an)

ded her will with an

when her husband

(n.) a ghost or ghostly figure; an unexplained or unusual

appearance

The vivid
seemed so real that it

comPletelY unnerved me

sYNoNYMS: Phantom, specter

(v.) to crouch or shrink away in fear or shame

The kittens
in the corner' frightened

by the hug e, growling dog

sYNoNYMS: wince' flinch

ANToNYM: stand uP to
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scorn; to refuse scornfully; (n,) a feeling

Fair-minded peoPlê feel

(n.) a brief statement written on a tomb or gravestone

Most people never stop to consider the words that might

one day appear as their own

sYNoNYM: tombstone inscriPtion

8. epitaph
(ep' e taf)

10. facetious
(fa së' shes)

12. indiscriminate
(in dis krim'a nat)

(adi.) humorous, not meant seriously

We had to laugh at her

sYNoNYMS: comical, witty, tongue-in-cheek
ANToNYMS: serious, humorless

sYNoNYMS: faint, indistinct
ANToNYMS: audi b-le, Perce

remarks

(adi.) without restralnt or control; unselective

The slaughter of white whales

brought that species to the brink of extinction'

sYNoNYMS: haphazard, random, uncritical
ANToNYMS: selective, discriminating, judicious

(n.) crafty dealings, underhanded plotting; (rz) to form and carry

out plots; lo puzzle or excite the curiosity

lnvestigators uncovered a shoeking network of lies and

full of faded family pictures and postcards

sYNoNYMS: (n.) scheme, plot' conspiracy
RrrlToxvtt¡: (n.) fair play
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14. jurisdiction
(jür is dik' shan)

(n.) an area of authority or control; the right to administer justice

Cases involving robbery and assault are usually tried under

the of the state courts.

SYNONYMS: Purview, suPervlslon

16. plebeian
(pla bë'an)

(adi.) common, vulgar; belonging to the lower class; (n') a

common person, member of the lower class

The couPle's taste in cars is quite

At one time, the of ancient Rome

wåie óxcruOed from holding public office of any kind'

syNoNYMS: (adl.) lowborn, proletarian, coarse' unrefined

ÃNro*tts' ia¿1.) aristocratic, refined, cultivated

18. proximitY
(präk sim'a tê)

(n.) nearness, closeness

The house's to schools is an asset'

ANTONYMS: distance, remoteness

(adi.) highly changeable, fickle; tending to become violent or

à"órór¡,i"; órrangiñg readity from the tiquid to the gaseous state

A person who is usually calm and collected may

nevertheless sometimes behave in a

manner.

SYNONYMS: unstable, erratic
ANToNYMS: stable, steady, static, inert, dormant
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